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The vegan warrior
An outsPoken cRusAdeR who AbhoRs 
the cRueLtY to AnIMALs thAt Is PRevALent 
In AustRALIAn socIetY, Jaylene Musgrave 
Is doIng eveRYthIng In heR PoweR to 
bRIng It to An end.

Words by Katie Adema

Unbeknownst to Jaylene Musgrave at the time, it was the smell 
of “death and fear” her father brought home from working 
at the abattoir every day that planted the seed for her animal 
rights activism. Today, Jaylene is the founder of Vegan Warriors, 
an organisation working passionately towards a day where 
every animal will be free from cruelty.

“Unfortunately, I don’t see a time during my life when we will 
achieve our goal,” she says. “The human race is so selfish, 
more so now than ever, caring only about what we can possess 
and have control over. You can make people aware of the 
impact of the food they are putting in their mouths, but 
sometimes they just don’t care.”

Jaylene became a vegetarian at the age of nine (much to the 
anger of her father), and made the switch to a vegan lifestyle 
six years ago after discovering how animals used in the making 
of dairy products were treated. 

“To be vegan and look into the eyes of an animal knowing my 
conscience is clear is the best feeling I could ever know in my 
lifetime,“ she says. “I remember sitting at the table [as a child]
refusing to eat the meat that was in front of me. I was sent to 
bed without dinner many times.”

She now dedicates much of her energy to campaigning 
against dairy and factory farming, for which she has received 
death threats. “Some of my campaigns have been met with 
a lot of anger,” she says. “It’s because I am telling them the 
truth, and it’s ugly. People would rather mosey along in a 
state of ignorance.”

Jaylene also supports the Koala Rescue Service, which saves 
injured or orphaned koalas from their destroyed habitats, and 
is director of Farm Animal Rescue, an organisation that saves 
farm animals from lives of confinement and food deprivation.

Jaylene gave up work to run Vegan Warriors and receives no 
financial assistance for this international support network for 
people who want to join the fight against animal cruelty. 

“Every person that becomes vegan makes a difference, but  
I encourage people to be brave and become an activist too,” 
she says. “Which can be hard because you need a shield 
against all the things people say against you.”

Jaylene regularly lectures about animal cruelty at universities 
around the nation, and begrudges government controls that 
won’t let her talk to high school students about the issue;  
“I guess I’m a rebel and they don’t like that”.


